June CRUSER News is Available

In this edition of the CRUSER Newsletter we see the breadth of the domains that are impacted by the rapid advances in robotics and unmanned. From airborne to surface to undersea systems these technologies are being explored across the spectrum of defense operations. As noted in the piece by LTs Richter and Lucas CRUSER research can also lead to other ways to improve mission effectiveness that are inspired by efforts to improve remote and autonomous operations.

We also see the range of participants engaged with CRUSER with stories describing NPS faculty and student work as well as the activities of our civilian members in Kansas and at the University of New Brunswick. There is even an announcement for faculty position in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering.

Our CRUSER Monthly meeting is on Wed 19 Jun from 1200-1250 (PDT), dial-in to 831-656-6685 to participate.

Engage!

Ray